If you would like to adopt
Charles please call us on:
01772 792553

Charles the mastiff dog
BREED
Mastiff

AGE
2 Years (approx)

COLOUR
Grey Brindle

This is a very special appeal. We truly believe that there is a home for every animal, it is just finding it and some may prove
harder than others but when it happens, itâ€™s worth it. Charles is a 2 year old Mastiff and full of character. He can be quite
determined at times but has responded great at the centre with his training. He cannot live his life in a kennel environment
and now we need to help him with the next step of his journey. We are looking for a long term fosterer, with a possible view to
adopt. This person would need to visit multiple times to demonstrate they would be able to have full control of Charles and
obviously to bond with him. They would need to be fairly local to the Preston area as its imperative that we receive regular
contact. As Charles is very big and headstrong he cannot go to a home with children or where children visit and there
canâ€™t be any cats or dogs there. Minimum 6ft fences and secure garden will be needed so Charles has room to exercise
off lead freely. If you feel you might be able to offer this gorgeous lad a chance then please ask at Reception for details. A
member of our staff has worked so hard with Charles and this hard work and commitment has paid off. Charles has formed an
extremely close bond with this member of staff but unfortunately he already has a dog so adoption isn't possible but we know
the right person is out there, do you think you might be the person for Charles?
Ref: 170624-42

